REAL GEAR FOR REAL GAMERS

www.cougargaming.com

ULTIMUS RGB
MECHANICAL GAMING KEYBOARD

FEATURES
- MECHANICAL SWITCHES
- 14 BACKLIGHT EFFECTS
- N-KEY ROLLOVER IN USB MODE
- EXPOSED STEEL STRUCTURE
- 1000HZ POLLING RATE / 1MS RESPONSE TIME
- KEY SHORTCUTS
- ANTI-SLIP RUBBER FOOT

SPECIFICATIONS

Product name: COUGAR ULTIMUS RGB Gaming Keyboard
Game type: FPS / MMORPG / MOBA / RTS
Key switch: RGB mechanical switch
N-key rollover: Yes
Polling rate: 1000Hz / 1ms
Material: Steel / Plastic
Interface: USB plug
Cable length: 1.8m
Dimension: 180(L) X 445(W) X 40(H) mm
Weight: 1.3kg

MECHANICAL SWITCH

Mechanical keys deliver gaming-grade responsiveness and distinctive tactile feedback.

1000HZ POLLING RATE
1MS RESPONSE TIME

125 Hz - 1000 Hz USB rate fine-tuning.

EXPOSED STEEL STRUCTURE

Its thick steel structure makes Ultimus extraordinarily sturdy and able to stay steady even when facing the fiercest keystrokes.

N-KEY ROLLOVER IN USB MODE

N-KEY directly in USB mode, without need for a USB to PS/2 adapter. Unlimited simultaneous key presses.

14 BACKLIGHT EFFECTS!

See how your keyboard comes to life with the 14 different lighting effects incorporated in this unique keyboard, including the possibility of per-key backlight customization. With a different color for each key row, this backlight will stand out above the crowd.